The following comments were made in the Zoom chat log by Stakeholder Advisory Group Members during the June 23rd meeting:

09:36:00 From Carmela Lopez to Hosts and panelists: you are freezing.

09:36:39 From Rim Cothren to Carmela Lopez (Direct Message):
We are going to try plugging into a line rather than wifi.

09:36:41 From Rim Cothren to Carmela Lopez (Direct Message):
Thanks.

09:42:42 From Carmela Lopez to CalHHS CDII (Direct Message):
You are still freezing in and out. Can I suggest logging off and back on?

09:43:07 From Carmela Lopez to CalHHS CDII (Direct Message):
Are you still on the wifi?

09:46:50 From Carmela Lopez to CalHHS CDII (Direct Message):
You are frozen.

09:51:48 From Carmela L - Manatt Events to Rim Cothren (Direct Message):
Hi Rim. Are they logging back on now?

09:51:57 From Carmela L - Manatt Events to Rim Cothren (Direct Message):
Anything I can do to support?

09:54:18 From Mario Schiavi to Carmela L - Manatt Events (Direct Message):
I’m here!

10:02:06 From Leslie Witten-Rood, EMSA to Hosts and panelists:
yes can hear you on zoom remotely.

10:04:20 From Carmela L - Manatt Events to Mario Schiavi (Direct Message):
go Mario!

10:08:47 From Rahul Dhawan to Hosts and panelists:
Hi I am present sorry I could not get off mute in time.

10:32:49 From claudia williams to Hosts and panelists:
The limitation on sale should apply to identified data. I think it will be highly disruptive if it applies to de identified data. Also why not prohibit sale directly - vs prohibiting intent which is vague.

10:33:33 From Kevin McAvey to Everyone:
Thank you for sharing your comment, Claudia: “The limitation on sale should apply to identified data. I think it will be highly disruptive if it applies to de identified data. Also why not prohibit sale directly - vs prohibiting intent which is vague”
10:35:08 From claudia williams to Everyone:
   I think Carmela’s comment is on purpose of exchange
10:43:19 From claudia williams to Everyone:
   Agree with Linette - should scrub the document to be sure the definition of data is 
   wrt confidential and Identified data
10:50:16 From claudia williams to Everyone:
   request that the scope of the policy development for defining real time exchange 
   include discussion of proactive data sharing (like adt) vs query
10:51:09 From Andrew Kiefer to Everyone:
   Blue Shield is supportive of the change in #2, Section 7 and looks forward to the 
   P&P on this topic to define timeframes.
11:21:07 From claudia williams to Everyone:
   I would be careful it to sweep in exchange of encrypted data that falls into hipaa 
   safe harbor
11:21:49 From claudia williams to Everyone:
   I think hipaa definition should apply to hipaa CE and BA
11:32:35 From claudia williams to Everyone:
   Thanks for discussion. Helpful
11:41:30 From Lori Hack to Everyone:
   Well said Cameron!
11:51:49 From Cathy Senderling-McDonald to Everyone:
   Starting by using the language from AB 133 would be a good approach on the 
   issue of required vs optional partners.
12:00:28 From claudia williams to Everyone:
   Maybe similar to breach, for amendment hipaa covered entities should simply 
   have to comply with the amendment and correction provisions of hipaa, and this would 
   apply to others not covered by hipaa.
12:03:15 From claudia williams to Everyone:
   Agree with and support the edits you have made to the digital identity strategy
12:24:39 From Cathy Senderling-McDonald to Everyone:
   Thanks for the acknowledgement. We agree additional work is needed in social 
   services.
12:55:30 From claudia williams to Everyone:
   Thank you Secretary Ghaly, John, Jonah, Rim and the entire CDII and Manatt 
   team!!!!
12:56:57 From Cameron Kaiser to Everyone:
   Thank you!
12:56:59 From Cathy Senderling-McDonald to Everyone:
   Thanks to all - so much hard work!